The prefrontal cortex (PFC) plays an important role in regulating social functions in mammals, and impairments in this region have been linked with social dysfunction in psychiatric disorders. Yet little is known of how the PFC encodes social information and of how social representations may be altered in such disorders. Here, we show that neurons in the medial PFC (mPFC) of freely behaving mice preferentially respond to socially-relevant sensory cues. Population activity patterns in the mPFC differed considerably between social and nonsocial stimuli and underwent experience-dependent refinement. In Cntnap2 knockout mice, a genetic model of autism, both the categorization of sensory stimuli and the refinement of social representations were impaired.
Introduction
Social interactions are a central aspect of animal behavior, and are orchestrated by multiple neural circuits throughout the brain 1 . The complexity of social behaviors requires constant integration of sensory cues 2, 3 with internal motivational and arousal states 1, 4 , and the coordination of intricate motor sequences [5] [6] [7] . The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is known to integrate such internal and external variables 8 , and is crucial for social functions in humans 9, 10 and other animals [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Neurons in the PFC represent multiple aspects of the external world, responding to salient sensory cues associated with positive 17 or negative 18 reinforcement, and display mixed selectivity to combinations of task-related variables 19, 20 . In social contexts, neural activity in the PFC was shown to increase during approach toward a conspecific 12, 15 and represent both spatial and social aspects of behavior 14 . Yet, little is known regarding the response selectivity of PFC neurons to social sensory cues, and the dynamics of social representations in prefrontal circuits remains largely unexplored.
Impairments of the PFC have been widely reported in autism spectrum disorder (ASD) [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , a neurodevelopmental disorder associated with altered social function. Imaging studies have identified reduced long-range prefrontal connectivity in individuals with ASD [27] [28] [29] , and demonstrated poor selectivity to sensory stimuli 30 , as well as higher trial-to-trial variability in multiple cortical sensory areas 29, 31 . These findings are consistent with a prominent theory of ASD pathophysiology, which suggested that ASD arises from developmental changes in the balance of neocortical excitation and inhibition (E/I balance) 32 . This cortical imbalance was hypothesized to disrupt cortical maturation and long-range connectivity, resulting in prominent changes in information processing and elevated cortical noise [32] [33] [34] . Work in animal models provided additional support to this hypothesis [35] [36] [37] , despite conflicting findings regarding the nature of E/I imbalance 36, 38, 39 . Yet, most of our knowledge regarding autism-associated changes in neuronal functional properties is based on ex-vivo studies, and despite extensive behavioral and molecular phenotyping of mouse models of autism, not much is known about the emergent changes in circuit dynamics in vivo 36, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] .
We studied the representation of social information in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) of freely-behaving mice. To characterize the nature of neural coding and stimulus processing in social dysfunction, we compared neural activity in wild-type (wt) and Cntnap2 knockout (Cntnap2 -/-) mice, an established genetic model of autism 45 . We found that in wild-type mice, mPFC neurons displayed robust response selectivity to social over nonsocial sensory cues. Population-level analysis revealed distinct categorization of sensory cues based on their social nature, which underwent marked experience-dependent refinement over experimental sessions. In Cntnap2 -/-mice, mPFC activity showed reduced differentiation between social and nonsocial stimuli and lacked experience-dependent dynamics. Strikingly, the deficits in social-specific activity patterns in Cntnap2 -/-mice were strongly correlated with elevated variability of spontaneous neuronal activity. Our results uncover distinct coding of social sensory cues in the mPFC and provide a potential link between mPFC E/I imbalance, altered encoding of socially-relevant stimuli and autism-associated social dysfunction.
Results

Medial prefrontal cortex neurons are tuned to social cues
Social behaviors in rodents are primarily guided by the emission and detection of specific chemosensory cues 4, 46, 47 . To study the responses of prefrontal neurons to social cues, we used a custom-built odor delivery system, which allowed for highly precise presentation of olfactory stimuli while recording mPFC activity in freely-behaving male mice ( considered to be a neutral stimulus to mice 48 ; peanut oil (P), an attractive stimulus 48 ; and hexanal (H), known to be mildly repellent 49 . In interleaved control trials, clean air (CA) was presented using the same odor delivery system. Mice displayed pronounced behavioral responses following presentation of the odors, which consisted of orienting toward the odor port and increased locomotion. The probability of odor-directed orientation responses was higher during delivery of social cues (Fig. 1c) . However, the response latency ( Fig. 1d ) and the stimulus-evoked increase in locomotion ( Fig. 1e ) did not significantly differ between social and nonsocial stimuli. (a) Schematic representation of the experimental chamber and trial design: freely behaving male mice were presented with social and nonsocial olfactory cues. Odors were presented in pseudo-random order, interleaved with control trials where only clean air was presented. All trials were preceded and followed by constant infusion of clean air. Electrophysiological data was continuously recorded from the mPFC. We recorded stimulus-evoked responses of mPFC units (n = 194; 6 mice) and found that 44% responded to at least one stimulus, typically by increasing their firing rates ( Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 2a-c) . Presentation of both male and female cues recruited more mPFC units than any of the nonsocial odors (Fig. 2b) . Almost a quarter of recorded units displayed selectivity to social signals -twice the number of units with nonsocial odor selectivity or mixed social/nonsocial responses ( Fig. 2c left and Supplementary Fig. 2c-e) . In addition, the magnitude of neuronal responses to social odors was significantly higher (Fig. 2b,d and Supplementary Fig.   2f ). Among responsive units, 51% were stimulus-specific, of which a large fraction responded exclusively to male or female cues (Fig. 2c, right) . The average unit tuning, calculated as the normalized odor-evoked response magnitude in all units that showed stimulus-associated responses, was higher for both male and female cues than for all nonsocial odors, regardless of odor identity (Fig. 2e ).
Distinct population representations of social and nonsocial stimuli in the mPFC
To further elucidate the nature of prefrontal representation of social signals, we analyzed the activity patterns of simultaneously-recorded mPFC neurons (14-23 units per mouse; Fig. 3a) . First, we discretized neural responses into 150 ms bins, and used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to project the population firing rates (FR) as a function of time, onto the first two principal components (see Online Methods). This analysis revealed a clear divergence of population responses evoked by the social and nonsocial stimuli soon after stimulus onset (Fig. 3b) . This category-specific separation of population trajectories persisted for several seconds after stimulus offset before converging back to baseline activity state (see Fig. 3b , right panel). Mean magnitude of stimulus-evoked response to social versus nonsocial stimuli (calculated as Z-scored increase in firing rate over 5 s of stimulus presentation). Student's t-test, t(103) = 3.285, P < 0.01. (e) Mean normalized response magnitude to all stimuli across all responsive units (unit tuning; see Online Methods). Superscript letters represent significant pairwise comparisons, determined by RM ANOVA with Bonferroni correction for post hoc comparisons. F(4,340) = 27.427, P < 0.001. For all panels: *P <0.05, **P < 0.01, Mean ± SEM (shaded area/error bars) is presented. M, male; F, female; B, banana; P, peanut; H, hexanal; CA, clean air; S, social; NS, nonsocial; Norm. res., normalized response.
To quantify these differences and explore the detailed structure of the population code, we discretized neural responses of randomly selected groups of 10 cells from each mouse into 20 ms bins, and fitted maximum entropy models to the distributions of population activity patterns evoked by each of the presented stimuli (for each group of cells, we fitted both a first-and a second-order model, and used the one that gave higher cross-validation values, see Supplementary Fig. 3 53, 54 ; Fig. 3a bottom, see Online Methods). We calculated the dissimilarity between all pairs of encoding distributions, and averaged these distances across mice (presented in bits/s to give the rate of information about the stimulus identity; Fig. 3c ). The block-diagonal structure of the dissimilarity matrix reflects a category-based organization of the population codebook in the mPFC: encoding distributions of the social cues were significantly more similar to each other than to any of the nonsocial odors, regardless of odor identity or valence (Fig. 3d) . We further explored the divergence of stimulus encoding over time and found that while population activity patterns were indistinguishable during the baseline period, representations of social and nonsocial signals diverged within 2s following stimulus onset, and slowly returned to baseline levels after stimulus offset (Fig. 3e) . Having observed distinct representations of social cues in the mPFC population code, we asked whether the mPFC representation of social signals is disrupted in animals that display impaired social function, such as those observed in autism spectrum disorder. In humans, mutations in the CNTNAP2/CASPR2 gene are strongly associated with ASD risk 55, 56 , and patients that carry riskassociated variants of this gene show altered prefrontal connectivity 27 . Mice lacking the Cntnap2 gene present all of the core behavioral phenotypes of autism, as well as several associated neuronal phenotypes, including reduced cortical interneuron density 45 . We thus presented Cntnap2 -/-mice with the same set of social and nonsocial stimuli, using their age-matched wildtype littermates as controls (Cntnap2 +/+ ; referred to as "wt" hereafter; nCntnap2-/-=6, nwt=5). To characterize how population representations in the mPFC might undergo experience-dependent refinement, we compared neuronal responses to the stimuli in two consecutive recording sessions less than one week apart, for each mouse. In contrast with the previous experiment described in Fig. 1-3 , in which mice were exposed to the odors prior to recording sessions, mice in the current experiment were habituated to the chamber but were not previously presented with the odor cues.
We recorded a total of 269 units in Cntnap2 -/-mice (133 on day 1 and 136 on day 2) and 237
in wt littermates (125 on day 1 and 112 on day 2, Supplementary Fig. 4 ). We found that while wt mice maintained a preference in unit response profile to social cues, this bias was lost in Cntnap2 Table 1 ). In addition, the behavioral responses of Cntnap2 -/-mice to odor stimuli were indistinguishable from those of wt mice ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ), consistent with previous work that demonstrated intact olfactory function in these mice 45 .
To examine the population activity in wt and Cntnap2 -/-mice, we again projected the population activity firing rates onto the first two principle components (as in Fig. 3b ). Differences between wt and Cntnap2 -/-mice in population responses to the odors were clearly apparent in this low dimensional embedding: while wt trajectories prominently diverged in PC space based on social category (similar to data acquired in the original cohort shown in Fig. 3 ), Cntnap2
-/-trajectories showed no clear category-level separation (Fig. 4c ). . For all panels: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. Mean ± SEM is presented. M, male; F, female; B, banana; P, peanut; H, hexanal; CA, clean air; Non.res, non-responsive; S, social; NS, nonsocial; d1, day 1; d2, day 2; SDI, social distinction index;
Social representations undergo experience-dependent refinement in wild-type but not in Cntnap2 -/-mice
In human ASD patients, disruption of plasticity-related processes has been proposed as an endophenotype of the disorder [57] [58] [59] . Consistent with these findings, several animal models of ASD display impairments in long-term synaptic plasticity 60, 61 . We therefore measured the experiencedependent changes in mPFC population representations of odor stimuli by performing two recording sessions in each mouse, separated by 2-5 days. Again, we fitted a maximum entropy model to the population activity of randomly selected groups of 10 cells in each mouse, to each of the stimuli, for each of the two days, and compared the stimulus-evoked encoding distributions. While mPFC encoding in wt mice showed distinct social and nonsocial separation already in the first recording session, the distance between responses to odors from the two categories grew significantly larger on the second session (Fig. 4d, top) , demonstrating a significant effect of experience. In contrast, the separation between the representations of social and nonsocial cues in Cntnap2 -/-mice was both less pronounced on the first session compared with wt, and did not improve on the following one (Fig. 4d bottom) .
To quantify the separation between representation of social (S) and nonsocial (NS) stimuli for each mouse, we calculated a social distinction index, SDI=ln (
), where d(S;NS) denotes the average distance between social and nonsocial stimuli and d(S;S) is the distance between social stimuli. The SDI values consistently and significantly increased between the first and second recording days for all wt mice. In contrast, no consistent change occurred in the Cntnap2 -/-group, and mean SDI values in these mice remained unchanged between sessions (Fig. 4e) . We further found that in wt mice, the encoding distances within each category (
d(S;S) and d(NS;NS))
decreased between recording sessions, while the inter-category distance d(S;NS) increased. In Cntnap2 -/-mice, however, no significant change occurred in either distance metric (Fig. 4f) .
Decoding of stimulus identity and category from mPFC population activity
To evaluate mPFC encoding of odor identity at the level of single trials, we used a maximum likelihood classifier based on the encoding models of the stimulus-evoked population activity.
Models were trained on seven out of eight presentations of each stimulus and used to estimate the likelihood of odor identity for each one of the held-out test trials (all possible combinations of seven train trials and one test trial were calculated for each stimulus, see Online Methods). In wt mice, we could reliably decode both social and nonsocial odors from single-trial population activity (Fig. 5a,b, left) . Averaged likelihood values in wt were similar for cues of the same category, but lower for odors of the other category. Conversely, likelihood values in Cntnap2 -/-mice were similar for all odors regardless of social category (Fig. 5a,b) . We evaluated the performance of the decoders by the probability that the model of each stimulus would have the maximal likelihood value, given the presentation of a specific odor (Fig.   5c ). Performance was well above chance for the correct odor in both wt and Cntnap2 -/-mice. However, while rare in wt mice, decoding errors between categories were common in Cntnap2
-/-mice. The decoding results in wt mice demonstrated increased error rate within the nonsocial category, suggesting generalization of the representation of nonsocial odors (represented by the overlapping areas in Fig. 5c ). To directly quantify the difference between genotypes, we next trained a stimulus-category decoder for social versus nonsocial odors and compared the results to those of the stimulus-identity decoder. Remarkably, decoding performance for individual odors was similar in wt and Cntnap2 -/-mice, whereas performance for odor category (S or NS) was significantly inferior in Cntnap2 -/-mice (Fig. 5d ). These findings suggest that Cntnap2 -/-mice have specific deficits in odor categorization, rather than in encoding of stimulus identity.
Increased neuronal noise in mPFC activity of Cntnap2 -/-mice correlates with altered social representation
Findings from human ASD patients 22, 62 and mouse models of autism [35] [36] [37] implicate altered cortical E/I ratio during brain development in the pathophysiology of the disorder [32] [33] [34] 63 . This is in line with earlier reports of reduced cortical interneuron numbers in Cntnap2 -/-mice 45, 64 .
Consistently, we found that the mean baseline firing rates of mPFC units recorded in Cntnap2
-/-mice were significantly higher than those recorded in their wt littermates (Fig. 6a) . Furthermore, the pairwise correlations between units in Cntnap2 -/-mice were lower than in wt mice. During stimulus presentation, pairwise correlations showed a greater increase in wt mice compared with their Cntnap2 -/-littermates ( Supplementary Fig. 7a ). We quantified the correlation at the level of the entire population by the second-order connected information 65 , and found that correlations in wt mice increased during stimulus presentation while they remained unchanged in Cntnap2
-/-mice ( Supplementary Fig. 7b ). Correlation was calculated across genotypes and corresponding values are marked on figure. For all panels: Mean ± SEM is presented (note: some SEM in panels c-e are smaller than marker size). **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. M, male; F, female; B, banana; P, peanut; H, hexanal; CA, clean air; SDI, social distinction index.
Since E/I imbalance was hypothesized to result in elevated cortical "noise" 66 , we calculated the average variability of population firing patterns in baseline (ongoing) neuronal activity (Online Methods). We found that this measure of noise was significantly higher in Cntnap2 -/-mice compared to their wt littermates ( Fig. 6b-c; note that with the exception of one mouse, the noise measure of the two genotypes were completely non-overlapping). An example of 2D projections of population activity traces during ongoing activity is presented in Fig. 6b , overlaid on the population traces during stimulus presentation. Multiple regression analysis revealed that the elevated baseline noise levels in Cntnap2 -/-mice could not be linearly predicted by either elevated baseline unit firing rates, nor by behavioral locomotion levels ( Supplementary Fig. 7c,d ).
Remarkably, we found that across genotypes, baseline neuronal noise showed a strong negative correlation with SDI values (Fig. 6d) . In contrast, SDI values did not correlate with average unit firing rates in either genotype ( Supplementary Fig. 7e ). In line with our results above, no significant correlation between noise level and SDI values was found in the first recording day, but a strong correlation emerged in the second recording session, when SDI values increased in wt mice but remained low in Cntnap2 -/-mice (Fig. 6d) . To further explore this finding, we calculated the change in SDI values between recording sessions for each mouse (ΔSDI). Strikingly, ΔSDI values in individual mice were strongly correlated with baseline cortical noise, such that elevated noise levels were predictive of decreased experience-dependent refinement of mPFC social representation (Fig. 6e) .
Discussion
In this study, we investigated the neural encoding of social chemosensory signals in the prefrontal cortex of freely behaving mice. We found robust tuning to social stimuli in mPFC unit activity and distinct population responses to social versus nonsocial signals. 74, 75 .
Examining the responses to sensory cues across two separate recording sessions, we found that population activity patterns underwent significant refinement in wt mice. These findings expand upon recent work describing experience-dependent divergence of conspecific sex representations in the hypothalamus 76 and medial amygdala 77 . In contrast to these regions, in which representations of sex specific signals diverge with experience, population activity in the mPFC seems to categorize cues based on their social or nonsocial properties, and this contrast is further refined with experience whereas within-category representations grow similar with time.
Our findings further show that mPFC activity in the Cntnap2 -/-mouse model of autism displays reduced selectivity to social stimuli and loss of social categorization, while retaining information about the identity of individual odors. Most strikingly, Cntnap2 -/-mice lacked the robust experience-dependent changes observed in the population code of wt mice. Impairments in short and long-term plasticity processes were previously described in both human ASD patients [57] [58] [59] and synapse densities in the mPFC of Cntnap2 -/-mice, providing a potential mechanism for the functional impairments we describe. The loss of these circuit-level plasticity processes in Cntnap2 -/-mice might contribute to reduced selectivity in the mPFC representation of salient social cues and constitute a potential neuronal mechanism for the social impairment displayed by these mice 45 .
Which network-wide changes might underlie these deficits? Leading theories of ASD attribute its symptoms to increased cortical excitation/inhibition ratio during brain development 32 . Our findings of elevated firing rates and altered correlation structure in Cntnap2 -/-mice are consistent with this theory and with previous reports of decreased density of cortical inhibitory interneurons in this model 45, 80 . In line with these findings, a recent study demonstrated that elevation of inhibitory neuron activity in the mPFC of Cntnap2 -/-mice leads to restoration of social behavioral responses 81 , suggesting that the behavioral deficits in Cntnap2 -/-mice may be intimately linked with the altered mPFC representations we observe here.
Importantly, we also find elevated population activity noise in Cntnap2 -/-mice, similar to findings in human ASD patients 31, 82, 83 . The strong negative correlation we observe between baseline noise and social category representations suggests that noise plays an important role in the failure of mPFC activity in Cntnap2 -/-mice to appropriately represent social stimuli and drive synaptic plasticity processes. These deficits might lead to an impaired ability to adaptively respond to relevant cues during social interactions. Taken together, our results present new insights into the encoding of social information in the mPFC, and provide a neurophysiological perspective on the association between altered neocortical processing and social dysfunction in autism.
Online Methods
Animals
Animals used for this study were 3-5 months old male C57BL/6J (n = 6; Envigo, Rehovot, Israel), Cntnap2 -/-(n = 6) and Cntnap2 +/+ (n = 5) mice (courtesy of Prof. Elior Peles of the Weizmann Institute of Science). The Cntnap2 knockout mice were previously back-crossed to a C57BL/6J background for at least 10 generations 45 , and maintained by heterozygote breeding. Mice were kept on a 12-h light/dark cycle with food and water ad libitum, and tested during the dark phase. All procedures described in this paper were approved by the Weizmann Institute Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC).
Stereotaxic surgery and microwire array implantation
Mice were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of Ketamine-Xylazine mixture (80 mg/kg Ketamine, 10 mg/kg Xylazine), placed into a stereotaxic frame (David Kopf Instruments) and kept under 1.5% isoflurane anesthesia throughout the procedure. Microwire electrode arrays were implanted in the infralimbic region of the medial prefrontal cortex (distance from Bregma according to the Allen brain atlas: AP: +1.97; ML ±0.3 counter balanced between mice; DV = -3.0), and secured to the skull using Metabond (Parkell) and dental acrylic . Analgesic (Buprenorphine, 0.05 mg/kg) was provided immediately post-surgery. Mice were placed in an individual cage and allowed 2-weeks to recover before initiation of experimental trials.
Locations of implanted drives were validated in all experimental animals using an electrolytic lesion (see histology section below and Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
In-vivo electrophysiological recordings
Multi-electrode drive consisted of a graded electrode bundle of 16 microwires (25-μm diameter straightened tungsten wires; Wiretronic Inc.), attached to an 18-pin dual row connector (Mill-Max, Oyster Bay, NY). Unit signals were amplified using a HS-18-CNR-LED unitygain headstage amplifier, filtered (600-6,000 Hz), digitized at 32 kHz and stored using the Digital Lynx hardware and Cheetah software acquisition system (Neuralynx Inc.).
Odor infusion apparatus
The apparatus consists of a transparent polycarbonate chamber (10cm X 15 cm X 15cm), connected to a custom-made 7-odor olfactometer plugged into a 1/8" odor inlet in the chamber floor. Odor stimuli were placed in individual polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) vials, each directed to the chamber through a separate tube system converging onto a designated PTFE hub at the inlet odor port. One-way check valves were placed in each odor path to prevent back-flow of odors.
Odors were infused via constant airflow stream directed through alternating solenoids controlled by a MOSFET Electronic driver. Odor alternation occurred within ~12ms (as measured using a pressure sensor, see Supplementary Fig. 1a) . Air from the chamber was constantly cleared using a vacuum system in order to maintain constant pressure and clear odor residue throughout the experiment. In/out airflows were controlled using four 24VDC pressure pumps (Conlog Ltd.
Israel) and fine-tuned using a built-in valve. The kinetics of odor concentration in the chamber were assessed using a VOC meter (MiniRAE Lite; RAE systems, San Jose CA. see Supplementary   Fig. 1b) . Odor concentrations showed a sharp increase immediately after stimulus onset, continued to increase throughout stimulus infusion, and slowly decreased back to baseline levels (a decrease of an order of magnitude in concentration was measured within ~60 seconds from stimulus off). All air pumps were isolated inside a sound attenuating box designed to minimize noise levels. All pipes, inlets and odor tubes were either constructed of or coated with PTFE to prevent odor contamination.
The setup was back-lit with a planar infra-red (IR) LED array (880nm, 1Vision Ltd., Israel), allowing high-contrast recording and analysis of mouse behavior. The IR backlight was isolated from the behavioral chamber with a transparent conductive mask (Holland Shielding Systems B.V., the Netherlands) to minimize electrical noise in recorded channels. Two buffered 1.3MP monochromatic infrared triggered CMOS cameras (Mightex Systems), as well as the Neuralynx IR camera were used to record the experiment from a top and side view simultaneously, allowing for analysis of behavior with high-temporal resolution alongside the electrophysiological data. All components of the setup were controlled using a National Instruments data logger (NI USB-6353, National Instruments, Austin, TX), and a custom-written Matlab program. All events in the odor delivery setup were logged on the Neuralynx system using digital TTL inputs. For C57BL/6J experiments, mice were repeatedly exposed to the odor stimuli prior to initiation of experiments. Mice were used for two recording session separated more than a month apart.
Odor stimuli and experimental procedure
For experiments involving Cntnap2 -/-and Cntnap2 +/+ mice, mice were never before exposed to odor stimuli prior to the first experimental day. In this experiment, recording session were conducted 2 or 5 days apart, with inter-session gaps similarly distributed between the two groups.
Data analysis
Behavioral analysis
Recorded videos were automatically analyzed frame by frame, using custom-written MATLAB scripts (version 2017a, MathWorks, Natick, MA). Videos of experimental sessions were segmented using a fixed-threshold, and body contour was distinguished from electrophysiological head stage and tether using erosion and dilation procedures. The center of mass (CoM) of the mouse was then determined for future analysis. Locomotion values were calculated by integrating the Euclidean distances (absolute values) between pairs of CoM values in consecutive frames, over a period of 5 s during odor presentation or immediately beforehand (for baseline measurements). Behavioral attention response and orientation to odor infusion were scored manually frame-by-frame. Behavioral data was averaged per mouse (across trials and sessions) unless otherwise indicated. One mouse was excluded from behavioral analysis on a single recording session due to technical issue with the recorded video file. All analyses were conducted by a trained observer, blind to stimulus identity and mouse genotype.
Analysis of electrophysiological unit data
Neuronal data was sorted using Plexon OfflineSorter 3.2.4 (Plexon, Dallas, TX, USA), based on principal component analysis of spike waveform and inter-spike interval (ISI). Prior to sorting, the raw signal from all simultaneously recorded channels was averaged and subtracted from each channel using a custom Matlab script, in order to remove global electrical noise artifacts. To determine unit responsivity, evoked firing rates were calculated for the 5 seconds of stimulus presentation and compared to baseline firing rates during the preceding 5 seconds of baseline recordings. Response Z-score was calculated across repetitions per stimulus, per unit, and |Z-score| ≥ 2 threshold was used to determine responsive units and response specificity. A range of additional thresholds were also tested to provide further validation for the consistency of our results (See Supplementary Fig. 2e ). Minimum empirical standard deviation (calculated across the entire data set for each stimulus) was used for Z-score analysis of units that were silent during baseline recordings, but responded during stimulus presentation (< 2 % of instances). Normalized response magnitude used for the unit-tuning analysis was evaluated as:
|, averaged per stimulus, across repetitions, and used in absolute values unless indicated otherwise. Firing rates and Z-scored PSTHs were calculated in 250 ms bins, averaged across repetitions per unit, and then averaged across all units responding to each specific stimulus (only units significantly increasing their firing rate in response to stimulus presentations were used for PSTH analysis). Single unit firing rates, used for baseline FR comparisons between genotypes, were collected and averaged across 60 s of baseline recordings conducted before the initiation of experimental procedure. Due to habituation in unit responses, the first 5 presentations of each stimulus (out of 8 trials) were used for the single unit analysis.
Population activity analysis
To study population coding at a fine temporal resolution, we discretized population activity patterns into 20 ms bins, where the activity of the units at time bin t was given by a binary vector ⃗( ) = 1 ( ), 2 ( ), … , ( ), where = 1(0) denotes whether neuron i spiked in that bin.
Since estimating the encoding distribution ( ⃗| ) directly from the data is impractical due to under-sampling (see Supplementary Fig. 3 ), we constructed for each time window a model ( ⃗| ) of the distribution of neural responses as a function of time, based on the minimal models that have the correct firing rates of individual units, 〈 ( )〉, and pairwise correlations between them 〈 ( ) ( )〉 (where 〈 〉, denote average over stimulus presentations) known as stimulus dependent maximum entropy models 51 . For each population recorded from each animal and for each stimulus, we fitted two models: (1) the maximum entropy model based only on the time dependent firing rates, giving the conditionally independent population model,
which assumes no correlations between units, and (2) a stimulus-dependent second-order maximum entropy (ME2) model that also takes into account the time dependent correlations between units, as previously described 50, 54 . The ME2 model is known to take the form:
where { , } are Lagrange multipliers that were fitted so that the averages {〈 ( )〉, 〈 ( ) ( )〉} of the model agree with experimental data, and Z is a normalization term or the partition function. We then estimated the likelihood of held out test data for each of the models, in order to choose the model which provided the best fit to the data (see Supplementary   Fig. 3a ). The chosen model was then used in the analysis of the neural population activity patterns.
In all cases, the models gave a highly accurate description of the data, which was superior to those based on the empirically sampled responses (see Supplementary Fig 3c) . Despite the response habituation observed over repeated cue presentation for single unit responses, using subsampling of trials for construction population models (either early trials 1-4, or later trials 5-8) did not affect the population analysis results.
To quantify the dissimilarity of stimulus-evoked population activity patterns, the "distance"
between two stimuli was quantified as the dissimilarity between their encoding distributions, To evaluate cortical noise levels, we calculated the average fluctuations of population activity vectors during ongoing (baseline) activity before stimulus presentations:
where T is the length of ongoing segment and ⃗ = [ 1 ( ), … , ( )] ∈ ⃗ is the population activity vector at time t. To avoid bias due to difference in population size, we used groups of ten randomly selected units (20 groups in each mouse).
Single-trial decoding of stimulus identity/category
To decode stimulus identity and stimulus category, we constructed maximum likelihood classifiers using encoding models of the entire population of simultaneously recorded units.
Models were trained on seven randomly selected trials out of eight experimental trials for each stimulus and tested on the 8 th trial. As described earlier, the best model for each training set was used to estimate the likelihood of observing each one of the stimuli, given the population responses in the held-out test trials. For each trial, we calculated the cumulative log likelihood ratio (LLR) of each of the stimulus encoding models and the model and the clean air response over time:
The trial was then classified according to the model that gave the highest likelihood at the end of stimulus presentation, ̂= argmax ∑ ( | ⃗ ) ∈ , and decoder performance was defined as the probability of choosing each one of the possible stimuli given the presentation of a specific odor. The category-based decoder was trained and tested on a combination of trials of different stimuli from the same category (social/nonsocial). Data were chosen such that the train and the test sets of the two categories would consist of the same number of trials.
Statistical analysis
All analyses and subsequent statistical tests were performed using Matlab (The Mathworks Inc.)
or Statistica software (StatSoft Inc.). Bonferroni corrections or Dunnett's test were used when appropriate to correct for post hoc comparisons. Levene's test was used to assess equality of variances, and statistical parameters were adjusted accordingly when needed. All statistical tests presented in this manuscript are two-tailed. Details of specific statistical designs and appropriate tests are described for each analysis in the appropriate figure legend. Statistical significance of post hoc analysis is marked on the relevant figure panels.
Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study and custom written analysis codes are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
Histology
Mice were deeply anesthetized using an intraperitoneal injection of Ketamine-Xylazine mixture (160 mg/kg Ketamine, 20 mg/kg Xylazine) and the locations of implanted electrodes were marked with electrolytic lesions (unipolar 100 µA current for 5 s, for each polarity). Twenty minutes following the lesion procedure, mice were further anesthetized using Pentobarbital (130 mg/kg −1 , i.p.), and then transcardially perfused with ice-cold phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4)
followed by 4% paraformaldehyde solution. Brains were extracted, post-fixed overnight at 4 °C in 4% PFA, and then moved to 30% sucrose solution for at least 48 hours. Coronal sections (35μm)
were acquired using a microtome (Leica Microsystems) and collected in a cryoprotectant solution (25% glycerol, 30% ethylene glycol in PBS, pH 6.7). Sections were stained with a nucleic acid dye to better visualize lesion location (DAPI, 1:10,000), mounted on gelatin-coated slides, dehydrated and embedded in DABCO mounting medium (Sigma). Tiled overview images (X10) were acquired using a LSM 700 confocal microscope (Zeiss), and electrode locations were recorded. The Jensen-Shannon divergences between the empirical joint probability distribution of activity patterns and the different models -ME2 (orange) and conditionally independent (gray). Black line indicates equality of the distance of the models from the test data, and the distance between the training and test data. Models were trained using randomly chosen 1750 samples, similar to the number of training data sample used for the decoding analysis (7 trials of 5 seconds each). Analysis was done using all recorded units from each mouse (up to 20 units) and the mean over ten randomly chosen training sets is plotted. While no model is consistently better than the other in capturing the distribution across all mice, both models clearly outperform the empirical model. Table 1 . Unit stimulus-evoked response magnitude is not correlated with stimulusevoked change in behavioral locomotion. Response Z-score values were calculated for all units responding to each odor in each mouse in each recording session (in absolute values, averaged across trials). Pearson's correlations were then used to assess correlation of unit response magnitude with the corresponding change in behavioral locomotion during infusion of odor stimuli compared to baseline.
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